Introduction
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) represented a pioneer role for examining the activities and functional states of proteins [1] . In proteomics experiments, large numbers of MS/MS fragment spectra generated, how to interpret and extract high confidence peptides for experimental spectra is crucial to proteomics studies [2, 5, [10] [11] . Hence, identifying large-scale spectra by virtue of protein identification algorithms are necessary [5, 7] .
Most of the identification algorithms reported in the literature used database search sequencing method, the most important of the above algorithms is to determine similarity between experiment spectra and theoretical spectra [1, 2, 3] . Currently protein identification algorithms primarily utilize predicted fragment m/z value to assign peptide sequences for MS/MS spectra [5, 9, 11] , including Sequest [12] , X!Tandem [8] , Mascot [6] . Intensity information was rarely considered, SQID [5] demonstrated that intensity pattern modeling could improve the number of credible identified peptides and spectra. At the same time, SQID showed us an effective ideology to establish algorithm model [1, [4] [5] 9] .
Scoring function is the nucleus of peptide identification algorithms [9] . We accorded to the intensity pattern model reported by SQID [5] , furtherly rebuilt a novel protein identification algorithm, named IDFraIP. In order to validate the accuracy and robustness of IDFraIP, we compared with SQID and Sequest via various datasets which produced from different platforms at 1% FDR, showing its higher identification and accuracy. Peaks Selecting. Isotope peaks could increase the false positive rate (FPR), removing isotope peaks was needful, the method of removing isotope peaks in this article was as follows: if two peaks closer than 1 0.25 Da ± are considered as isotope peaks, the weaker intensity of the peak would be removed.
Meantime, various algorithms provided diverse methods to select effective peaks, SQID and Sequest selected the strongest 80 and 200 peaks from all fragment spectra respectively. While OMMSA select the 50 most peaks from the spectra. Here, we divided the spectra into several bins by 100 Da length and then selected the top six ion peaks in each bin.
False Discovery Rate (FDR).
The identified peptides which scores with rank1 PSMs of all spectra needs to be calculated false discovery rate by Kall's method. And the specific formula as follows:
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(1) Scoring Model. Experimental spectra are assigned peptides by scoring against a list of candidate peptides. In protein identification scoring model, the essential aspect is how to evaluate the match level of experimental spectra against theoretical spectra. In order to put forward a reasonable scoring model, we utilized various characterizes to evaluate matching effect, applied Poisson distribution model and considered three aspects: consecutive ions pairs match and b/y ions match: 
Test Results
In this paper, we compare IDFraIP with SQID, Mascot and Sequest at 1% FDR, showing more superiority and higher identification peptides. The following table show the test results. Additional, we need to calculate the number of high-confidence peptides, which is the overlap of each two algorithms. Here we only utilized Mascot, Squest and IDFraIP to calculate. 
Summary
We develop a novel algorithm named IDFraIP. Then compared with two software Mascot and Sequest with diverse platforms and experimental datasets at 1% FDR, showing its robustness and versatility.
